
Confessions of An "Economic Hitman" - Peels Back A
Thick Layer of What's Going On  (books)

by duh_1234

The book goes into how "economists" will propose an idea like
building a bridge or dam. Then the country will take out debt to
build it hoping to make a return based on the projections. Next,
big corporations come in and do the work for juicy margins.
Except the projections are way above what they will ever get. So
then the country has to make mineral concessions to satisfy the
debt.
Oh, and if a country refuses or tries to skip payment, then there
are coups if not invasions. If the big news corps are running
campaigns about how X is the next great evil, then it shows who
the next smear campaign is against.
One by one countries got this treatment. Now the only countries
left are those in the West. And would you look at where that script
just happens to be rolling against now....
You can find the book in all major bookstores and there are
probably other versions floating around since it sold a good
number of copies.
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[–]  performance  6 points (+6|-0 ) 19 hours ago 

Good book. At times it's repetitive as he recounts similar stories
that expose the (((world banking cabal))) at work but still a
recommended read for the red pilled.
permalink

[–]  generate  1 points (+1|-0 ) 11.5 hours ago 

An eye opener for me.
Also The Secret History of the American Empire  
by the same John Perkins is awesome
permalink    parent

[–]  DukeofAnarchy  2 points (+2|-0 ) 2.5 hours ago 

Here's an interview with the
author: http://lionsofliberty.com/2018/01/08/roar-economic-
hitman/
permalink

[–]  duh_1234  [S] 0 points (+0|-0 ) 2.5 hours ago 

Thanks I hope people who didn't read the book will at least
watch this and share it with others.
permalink    parent

[–]  watts2db  1 points (+1|-0 ) 3.1 hours ago 

I have this book and have lent it out (its lent out right now)
permalink

[–]  Warhymn  1 points (+1|-0 ) 6.6 hours ago 

The the stages are first the economists, then the Jackals, then
the military.
permalink

[–]  prairie  1 points (+1|-0 ) 11.3 hours ago 

Economic Statist Hitman

These central planners couldn't do shit if they had to use their
own money, or money others voluntarilyallowed them to direct.
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[–]  3whuurs  1 points (+1|-0 ) 14 hours ago 

I think the whole structure he lays out is literally how the CIA
funds itself, or rather the way US intel colludes and uses private
corporations to take over or overthrow countries and economies.
He’s very careful not to directly point a finger at the CIA directly,
but there is no chance private corporations would be allowed to
run direct scams for the IMF and World Bank like that without a
major military arm concenting to it at the very least. Another book
on exactly how the CIA runs it own private corporations and even
political candidates completely secret from even the POTUS and
National security council is “The Secret Team” by Fletcher
Proudy, the real life CIA insider Oliver Stone put in the end scene
of JFK on the park bench with Kevin Cosner. Not to different from
how the Pentagon ran a DARPA program called LifeLog that it
shut down the day before FaceBook started.
permalink

[–]  Ken_bingo2  0 points (+0|-0 ) 11.5 hours ago 

CIA has a lot of shell companies. Even a University.
permalink    parent

[–]  bredlo  1 points (+1|-0 ) 16 hours ago 

Ill buy one with my cuck bucks tomorrow (canadian currency)
permalink

[–]  samy90a44  0 points (+0|-0 ) 11.1 hours ago 

State, County and local Govt's do this all the time. Especially
with School projects in Blue State Northeastern US. They come
out with a proposal to re-surface a gymnasium or add an
extension to a school building. The costs are exceptionally high,
then balloon up even higher. Almost always the Contractor is
related to or a political crony of someone in the County or
locality, and they get the contract, an the taxpayers get soaked
with the bill. A never ending cycle of corruption and insider deals.
The Book is by J. Perkins, a VERY good read for the Summer by
the pool or at the beach, and very accurate in it's presentations:
permalink

[–]  NeoGoat  0 points (+0|-0 ) 15 hours ago 
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I remember hearing good comments about it.
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